PE310/510-D
Module 8
Learning Guide
Life at the Cross-Roads:
Politics, Business, Economics & Health
Before you start...






You should have started your assessment pieces by now
Do the pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide p6 + uploads on Moodle)
Post to this module’s forum
From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application
If it’s your turn, come prepared to share about your vocation or current affairs

1. INTRODUCTION
All the foundations are now laid to consider what it means to live faithfully at the crossroads of the biblical
story and the western (post)modern story. This module we bite off four big topics in the realm of public
theology: politics, business, economics and health. In each module/topic from here on in, be sure to keep
on your critical hat: Where can I see creational intent? How has cultural idolatry of the fall twisted this
good gift? And how may I faithfully participate in the biblical story with healing action? Everything is seen
through the filter of creation, fall, and redemption. So, how do we make sense of these huge fields in this
frame? And what, then, does truthful action require? In a world where 850 million people will go to bed
hungry tonight, where the bottom billion live on under $2 a day, and where across borders we are feeling
the effects of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), how should we live?
To get a head start, we’ll skip over student interaction/sharing and get straight into a case study of how
Baptist Care Australia is to compete in a de-regulated market, and yet keep their purpose of loving the least
of these. (Online/distance students are welcome to engage an alternative talk on politics, poverty
alleviation, or acting justly in a complex world, if this is more relevant to your calling.)
After debriefing this talk, we’ll break into small groups to tackle contentious issues in the public sphere. We
will employ a modified version of Niebuhr’s 5 Types (cf. Module 7) to consider ways of engaging.
In the final session, PE310 students will consider a scenario centred on the Indigenous
town of Woorabinda, considering what ‘story’ is being told in this community, and
strategising in business and health what may be a Christian response. PE510
students have the option of reviewing James Smith’s Desiring the Kingdom book—
paralleled to his You Are What You Love—helping you prepare for the book review
due shortly.
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OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this module are to:
1. Consider politics, business, economics & health via creational intent, cultural idolatry, and healing action
2. Familiarise with the Compass ‘LEISL’ Heuristic for strategic action in a complex Australian context
OUTCOMES
On completion of this module, students shall be expected to explain God’s perspective on justice, and
strategise how to respond in the fields of politics, business, economics and health.
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 1:20-4:50pm, with breaks from 2:10-3:05pm, and 3:55-4:00pm)
1:20
3:05
4:00

“Competing with Purpose” (50 mins., carrying into session 2 after chapel) or other case study
Debrief talk via creation, fall & redemption (15 mins.) + Public Sphere Strategising (25 mins.)
LEISL visits Woorabinda (PE310) | Debriefing Jamie Smith’s book(s) (PE510) (50 minutes)

1.1

Reading Review

While we’re not debriefing the pre-readings this week, be sure to engage, and form your qns. in response:
Desiring the Kingdom, pp194-230
For each of the following practices, what form do they take both individually and corporately in
your life, helping shape your desire for the Kingdom of God?


Scripture and Sermon: Renarrating the World (194-197)



Eucharist: Supper with the King (197-203)



Offering: Kingdom Economics of Gratitude (203-205)



Sending as Witnesses: The Cultural Mandate Meets the Great Commission (205-207)

In light of this whole chapter, re-imagine a Sunday gathering of the church that is maximally
constructed to shape your collective desire for the Kingdom of God. How may it look? What
might be the ‘order of service’? Any particular changes to structure, or even the seating and
ambience to better serve this purpose?
Smith suggests the importance of being intentional with all of our hours toward Kingdom
counter-formation, beyond the two hour Sunday gathering. His idea is to live out two elements
of monastic life (pp209-214): abstention, and habits of daily worship. What does he mean by
each, and how might you make use of these two practices?
Dave Benson, “From One Beggar to Another”

John Stackhouse, “Why Christians should help addicts shoot up” mp3

Paul Williams, “Capitalism, Social Justice and Desire” mp3

First Things review of Desiring the Kingdom here
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2. COMPETING WITH PURPOSE: JUSTICE IN POLITICS & POVERTY
MICAH 6:8; ISAIAH 42:1-7; LUKE 4:17-18

Resource 8.1
All key links to videos and manuscripts in the case studies are found in the relevant sections below.
On a Worldview of Politics and Political Engagement, see the following:
The Optional Readings for Module 7 are quite helpful, including James Davison Hunter on
how to change the world, Miroslav Volf on how Christians serve the common good (see also
his excellent article on finding a mid-way between the saturation or exclusion of religious
convictions from the public sphere here), and Oliver O’Donovan on the redemption of society
Former Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan Williams, is a very sharp thinker on the role of Faith
in the Public Sphere. In the reading on Moodle here, he explores “Secularism, Faith and
Freedom” alongside “Convictions and Loyalties in a Secular State”.
For contrasting approaches to Christian public/political engagement, see 1. “Welcoming
Cities” (intro here) led by Aleem Ali, seeking inclusive communities for people of all ethnicities
and religions; 2. The Australian Christian Lobby, who “desire a compassionate, just and moral
society through having the public contributions of the Christian faith reflected in the political
life of the nation.”
See also “Common Grace” movement of Australian Christians seeking to live, speak and act
more graciously, more compassionately, more like Jesus in today’s world. Their strategic
emphases are 1. Justice for people seeking asylum; 2. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Justice; 3. Domestic and Family Violence; 4. Creation and Climate Justice.

On a Worldview of Business and Economics, see the following:
Paul Williams’ Module 8 pre-reading mp3 on “Capitalism, Social Justice and Desire”
Jeff van Duzer and others have constructed an excellent Creation–Fall–Redemption
“Statement on the Biblical Purposes of Business” (2007), on Moodle here.
The Oikonomia Network in America have pooled together best insights from leading
theologians and economists for their “Economic Wisdom Project” (overview here). In
particular, their very accessible “Twelve Elements of Economics Wisdom” paper lays a brilliant
foundation, followed up by their free book primer on stewardship, poverty and flourishing,
Economic Wisdom for Churches (2017). Their TED-style talks may be of use in your church.
In a similar vein, the complementary and award winning documentaries, Poverty Inc. and
Poverty Cure, blow open some of the myths and point the way to best practice in welfare.
As referenced in Module 2, the Lausanne Movement for global mission have excellent
Occasional Papers and Issue-Based Networks surrounding Business as Mission (think tank
paper here; website here), Freedom and Justice, Integral Mission, Health in Mission, Integrity
and Anti-Corruption, Reconciliation, Religious Liberty, and Marketplace Ministry. Their 2017
“Global Consultation on Wealth Creation for Transformation” is excellent, also. It continues to
address the themes introduced in the 2014 “Global Consultation on Prosperity Theology,
Poverty and the Gospel”.
As an example of a missional business caring for those dealing with poverty, see Adam James’
work with “Cup from Above”.
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The following web links may be helpful, particularly focused on themes of justice and health:
Moodle pre-reading of my essay on addressing poverty: “From One Beggar to Another”
John G. Stackhouse, Jr., pre-reading mp3 on “Why Christians help Addicts Shoot Up”
http://www.ijm.org/ for International Justice Mission
Here for Australia’s branch of the Micah Challenge (International here)
Q Ideas talks addressing the social sector and business, here and here
Here and here for two TED talks addressing poverty and business
Here for Regent College Market Place Institute, focusing on business & economics
Here for Opportunity International Australia (International here)
Here for “Library for All”, a fantastic example of social entrepreneurship
Here and here for the Millennium Development Goals and Make Poverty History
Here for insight into World Vision Australia initiatives (International here)
Here for my favourite charity, Christian Blind Mission International
Here for Lausanne Occasional Paper 20 on Commitment to a Simple Life-Style
Here for Lausanne Occasional Paper 21 on Evangelism and Social Responsibility
Here for Lausanne Occasional Paper 22 on Christian Witness to the Urban Poor
Here for Lausanne Occasional Paper 34 on At Risk People
Here for Lausanne Occasional Paper 35B on Ministry Among People with Disabilities
For further reading, check out the references in “From One Beggar to Another” and these books:
Baker D. L. Tight Fists or Open Hands?: Wealth and Poverty in Old Testament Law. Grand Rapids, MI: William B.
Eerdmans, 2009.
Berry, Wendell. What Matters?: Economics for a Renewed Commonwealth. Berkeley, CA: Counterpoint, 2010.
Cavanaugh, W.T. Being Consumed: Economics and Christian Desire. Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2008.
Claar, V. V. and R. Klay. Economics in Christian Perspective: Theory, Policy, and Life Choices. Downer Grove: IVP,
2007.
Daly, Herman E., John B. Cobb, and Clifford W. Cobb. For the Common Good: Redirecting the Economy Toward
Community, the Environment, and a Sustainable Future. Cambridge: MA: ISSR, 2007.
Goudzwaard, B., Mark Vander Vennen, and David Van Heemst. Hope in Troubled Times: A New Vision for
Confronting Global Crises. Grand Rapids, Mich: Baker Academic, 2007.
Goudzwaard, B., and Josina Van Nuis Zylstra. Capitalism and Progress: A Diagnosis of Western Society. Toronto,
Canada: Wedge Pub. Foundation, 1979.
Grant, J.A. and D. A. Hughes (ed). Transforming the World? The Gospel and Social Responsibility. Nottingham:
Apollos, 2009.
Halteman, J. The Clashing Worlds of Economics and Faith. Scottdale: Herald, 1995.
Haugen, Gary A [International Justice Mission founder]. Good News About Injustice: A Witness of Courage in a
Hurting World. Downers Grove, Ill: IVP Books, 2009.
Hicks, D.A. and M.R. Valeri (ed). Global Neighbors: Christian Faith and Moral Obligation in Today's Economy. Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008.
Horsley, R.A. Covenant Economics : A Biblical Vision of Justice For All. Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2009.
Keller, Timothy J. Generous Justice: How God's Grace Makes Us Just. London: Hodder & Stoughton, 2012.
Lupton, Robert D. Toxic Charity: How Churches and Charities Hurt Those They Help (and How to Reverse It).
New York, NY: HarperOne, 2011.
Olasky, Marvin N. The Tragedy of American Compassion. Washington, D.C.: Regnery Gateway, 1992.
Sider, Ronald J. Rich Christians in an Age of Hunger: A Biblical Study. Downers Grove, Ill: IVP, 1977.
Van Til, K.A. Less than Two Dollars a Day: A Christian View of World Poverty and the Free Market.
Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 2007.
Wallis, Jim. God's Economics: Principles for Fixing Our Financial Crisis. Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos, 2013.
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2.1

MAJOR CASE STUDY: “COMPETING WITH PURPOSE: THE JUSTICE COMPASS”

In 2017, I was invited by Baptist Care Australia as a theologian to speak alongside the Honorable Ken Wyatt
(Australia’s first Indigenous Member for Parliament, serving as Minister for Aged Care and Indigenous
Health), and Associate Professor in Economics Gordon Menzies (Sydney’s University of Technology Head of
Economics Discipline Group) at their annual conference.
The topic? “Competing with Purpose”. They wanted a political, theological and economic analysis of
competition in the increasingly de-regulated care provider industry, getting into the nitty gritty to parallel
morning devotions I ran on “The Good Samaritan” (Luke 10):
“Be competitive or die. How do faith-based care providers continue to reflect
God’s love and justice while responding to this political imperative?”
My task was to provide a Christian worldview of competition, the “justice compass” on this interdisciplinary
issue. If faced with this question, what would you advise? What is your worldview of competition?

The easiest way to watch this 54 minute talk is
to download the powerpoint file which
includes the audio recording, fully animated for
slide transitions so you can sit back and think
how you would advise BCA to engage in what
looks like a hostile market space. Alternatively,
you can read the transcript with slides on
Moodle. Beyond this presentation version,
pages 11-18 of the extended essay unpack a
biblical theology of competition, seeing how the
story of creation, fall, Israel, Jesus, Church, and
New Creation reshape striving.
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Class Activity 8.1: Competing with Purpose (75 mins.)
Whether you engage the “Competing with Purpose” talk, or one of the five following case studies on
politics and justice admist poverty, follow this process and work through the activities below:
(1) Watch/listen to/read the transcript of the presentation (anywhere from 20-55 minutes). Jot
notes as it unfolds—questions, challenges, implications and applications—toward forming your
own world view of faithful striving: i.e., Christian engagement in a conflicted space.
(2) Debrief with others your reflections. Compress your own take and wisdom for interaction into a
30 second media soundbite … what is your worldview of this issue, and what action would you
advise in response?
(3) None of these talks (besides my extended version pp11-18) are framed by the biblical story of
creation, fall, and redemption. Using these categories, what are the central insights into striving
for justice regarding creational intent, cultural idolatry, and healing action?

Reflection Activity 8.1
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following question, and tick off the related box
on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#8.1 From Activity 8.1, write out a 30 second soud-bite in response to whatever case study/talk you
engaged, summarising your worldview of the issue and the course of action you would advise in this
conflicted space.

2.2

Alternative Talks/Case Studies

2.2.1 “How to Be a Christian Citizen: Three Evangelicals Debate”
Back in 2008, Krista Tippett—host
of award winning public radio
podcast On Being—interviewed
leading evangelicals Chuck Colson,
Greg Boyd, and Shane Claiborne,
about what it means to faithfully
and fruitfully engage the contested
political sphere. Given their greatly
differing convictions and callings,
this made for a very lively 50
minute interview.
Tippett re-released this podcast in 2017, speaking even more
powerfully to the divided political scene post Presidential race:
“White Evangelical Christians helped secure the election of President
Trump. Many said that his views on abortion were decisive, overriding
concerns they had on other matters. But to be Evangelical is not one
thing, even on abortion. This conversation about Christianity and
politics with three generations of Evangelical leaders — Shane
Claiborne, Greg Boyd, and the late Chuck Colson — feels more
relevant in the wake of the 2016 election than it did when we first
recorded it. We offer this searching dialogue, which is alive anew, to a changed political landscape.”
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Audio and Transcript available here.
How would you summarise each
speaker’s stance in politics?
Understood through the lens of
creation, fall, and redemption, what
narrative would they each tell?
What is the greatest strength and
weakness of each position/approach?
What situation might each be best
suited to, and why?
Which approach, if any, is best in
Australia? Why? Give an example.

2.2.2 “Can the Religious Right Be Saved?” by Russell Moore
As President of the Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission of the Southern Baptist
Convention in America, Russell Moore was an unlikely candidate to deliver the 2016
Erasmus Lecture for the Catholic Journal, First Things. And yet, through Moore’s
leadership and at-once prophetic and clear-headed analysis of the dysfunction at the
heart of conservative politics—such as in his book, Onward: Engaging the Culture
without Losing the Gospel—his was a mediating voice that needed to be heard in a
polarised context. That context? Rising evangelical support for presidential candidate,
Donald Trump.
Widely touted as a powerful and clarion call back to faithful
conservatism—rather than power politics to secure our
objectives, whatever the distortions, deception and fall-out—
Moore’s lecture is worth the listen.
Video and Transcript online. Note that the lecture (video)
runs from to 4 mins to 1hr02mins., Q&A after.
Australia is a very different context to America. How does the approach of Australian conservatives,
such as the Australian Christian Lobby, Salt Shakers, Family Voice (also here)—each distinct to be
sure—compare and contrast with the American Religious Right?
Is religious lobbying of governments valid? Why/why not? What historical precedent is there?
What principles or ground rules do you believe would helpfully frame/limit/direct this action?
How is our conservative lobbying similar to and different from the work of Australian evangelical
cooperatives like “Welcoming Cities” and “Common Grace”?
Are they in cooperation or competition? What role does each organisation play?
Which organisation/approach do you think is most faithful and fruitful in our Aussie context, and
why? What would it take for you to get involved, and how can lobbying work alongside the church?
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2.2.3 “Faiths and Poverty Alleviation” with Ambassador Tony Hall
The first video is former American Ambassador Tony Hall, being interviewed about how his Christian faith
shaped his political approach to global poverty.
After watching this 20 minute video, discuss the following questions:
What impacted you most about Tony’s story?
How was his approach distinctly Christ-like, shaped
by his biblical worldview?
Is “justice”—especially for those who are sick and in
poverty—a gospel issue? Why or why not?
Form 4 principles emerging from a biblical worldview
which safeguard and guide any Christian attempts to
seek generous justice in the world … individual  pair
 fours  eights  discuss.
Read Matthew 25:31-46.
How is your church, and how are you individually, involved in caring for “the least of these”?
How have you seen Christians use their businesses to seek first God’s kingdom amidst brokenness?
What would need to change in your church—structurally and financially—if it were to prioritise the
holistic care and flourishing for those on our society’s margins?
Share one story of hope, where you see the church working for justice.

2.2.4 “Why Business Can Be Good at Solving Social Problems” by Michael Porter
The second video option is a talk in response to
the larger question, “How can corporate profits
help communities thrive?”
In this TED talk from June 2013, author, business
school professor, and entrepreneur Michael
Porter explores what he calls "shared value"—
addressing a social issue with a business model.
He challenges businesses to see themselves
differently—not merely as profit-generating
engines, but as organizations that can collaborate
with NGOs and with governments to confront
problems in our world. We might add religious
organizations to that list as well.
What impacted you most in this talk? Anything you disagree with?
Michael Porter is not speaking out a biblical worldview particularly, even as he lives within God’s
world and is an image bearer. So:
o How does his perspective agree with what you consider a biblical worldview on this issue?
o How does his perspective disagree with a biblical worldview?
o How might this view be transformed, in belief and practice, to more faithfully follow Christ?
Share stories of hope where you see this happening in your church community?
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2.2.5 “Acting Justly in a Complex World” with Robyn Robertson
<<You may prefer to watch the following video, and answer the related reflection questions, presented by
highly experienced micro-economic enterprise strategist and transformational agent, Robyn Robertson>>
“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere”
Martin Luther King
Is it ‘just’ that ...
 ...
 ...
 ...
 ...
Do you think of ‘God-and-Suffering’?
Or, do you think of ‘God-in-Jesus-and-Suffering’?
We live in a broken world. In the beginning, when God created, all was good. It worked. But we took pure
good and exchanged the truth that God created us to live with Him, for the lie that there was something
better. We exchanged what should have been, for a world that is haunted by the knowledge that it could
have been different. Webs of loving relationships become networks of domination, oppression, abuse and
hate. We broke it.

Defining ‘Justice’
• Acting ‘right’ in our ‘relationships’
• When ‘power’ and ‘authority’ between people is exercised in conformity with God’s standards
• The ‘right’ use of power in our relationships with others
‘Doing good’ is a new commodity within the corporate and philanthropic worlds. But for the Christian, the
concept is more complex. Now more than ever, because of the almost limitless possibilities for global
interaction and social investment, we need to start asking, “Of all the good that can be done in the world,
what good should be done and why?”
Is ‘doing good’, good enough,” or are we called to something more?
(Proverbs 16:2; 17:3; 21:2-3 and Jeremiah 9:24)

The ‘Good News’ about Injustice
Everything in the universe is good to the degree it conforms to the nature of God, and evil as far as it fails to
do so. God always deals with every person and every situation based on the righteous standard of His perfect
Person and will. God is his own self existent principle of justice, and when He sentences evil or rewards the
righteous, He simply acts like Himself from within, uninfluenced by anything that is not Himself. A W Tozer
In any situation where power is misused and the powerful take advantage of the weak, God takes the side of
the weak, oppressed, and exploited. (Psalm 9:9 and 18, Psalm 103:6, Psalm 11:5-6; Leviticus 19:15;
Deuteronomy 1:16-17 and 10:17-19)
God’s justice is a corrective, remedial, impartial, restorative justice (Isaiah 61, Isaiah 65:17-25). Throughout
the Gospels we find an overriding theme of justice connected to Jesus proclamation of the Kingdom of God.
(Mark 1:15)
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In reality, whilst Christ healed, He fed, He touched, He loved; above all, He focused on just one ultimate task.
It was the task that He prayed three times to have pass from Him, and after which he declared it finished. He
conquered death and sin to provide an eternal solution to brokenness and separation.
John 10:10
The thief comes only to kill, steal, and destroy...
But I have come that they may have life, and have it to the FULL!
• Justice delayed is not justice denied (Acts 17:30-31)
• Who can overcome such powerful and deeply entrenched systems of injustice? (Ephesians 6:12)
• Christ intercedes and no power on earth can overcome the love of God in Christ (Romans 8:31-39)
The practice of justice is at the centre of God’s purpose for human life.
Micah 6:8
He has told you, O mortal, what is good; and what the Lord requires of you; to do justice, to love kindness,
and to walk humbly before your God.

The Power of Justice
What is God calling you to do to advocate for justice, where those who harm others and do evil must be
stopped?
(Anti-slavery; Child trafficking; Supportive efforts to stop the injustice, oppression and exploitation of indigenous people;
Sex Trade; Bonded and Child Labour; Displaced or Refugees)

What is God calling you to do to contribute to the adequate provision of resources, power, knowledge,
networks, skills or information to all...not just the few?
(Clean water, De-worming and Anti-malarial; Child Sponsorship and Education; Microloans for grass root development;
Reparative surgeries; Buy fair trade; Live below your means to be an Authorized Wealth Distributor; Consider downward
mobility...)

Acting Justly in a Complex World
‘When a poor person dies of hunger, it has not happened because God did not take care of him or her. It has
happened because neither you nor I wanted to give that person what he or she needed. We have refused to
be instruments of love in the hands of God to give the poor a piece of bread, to offer them a dress with which
to ward off the cold. It has happened because we did not recognize Christ when, once more, he appeared
under the guise of pain, identified with a man numb from the cold, dying of hunger, when he came in a lonely
marginalized human being, in a lost, suffering or exploited child in search of a safe home.” – Mother Teresa
Three important truths:
1. Eternity is Real: We are eternal beings confined for a season to this physical reality, confronted with
God’s plan of redemption.
2. Investment in the Temporal is Important: Christ’s life and teachings compel us to invest in the temporal
problems of His creation. (Micah 6:8)
3. Every Christian is called to serve Christ’s Mission: (Luke 4:17-18, 2 Corinthians 5:14-21)
Our starting point – ‘The Ordinary’ Matthew 25: 35-40; James 2:15-17
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We see God’s Word highlight that a true experience of the GRACE and FORGIVENESS of Jesus Christ in our
lives should MOTIVATE us to seek JUSTICE in this world...

Further Study
1. When we read the Bible, we find a God who grieves for those who are powerless, voiceless, exploited,
forgotten and vulnerable. In fact, over 2000 verses in the Bible speak of God’s heart for the poor. His
concern for the marginalised. His compassion for the oppressed. His call for justice. As a group take time
to discuss Isaiah 42:1-7, Luke 4:17-18 and Matthew 25:35-36. Share with the group what comes to
mind as you reflect on these passages.
2. We yearn for knowing ‘what’ to do, yet God has made it plain, that whatever we do, we are to do it
humbly walking with God, as we prioritise mercy and become promoters of justice. How do you need to
first be transformed to enable you to become God’s hands and feet applying Micah 6:8 in your world
today?
3. Go to the Micah Challenge website www.micahchallenge.org.au ... take a look around. Then, as a group,
discuss the importance of an integrated gospel of good news – to proclaim and demonstrate the love
of God to a world in need.
4. God has already prepared the time when everything will be put in place and justice will come fully. As a
group discuss, ‘What will the world look like when God sets it right? What is our part in preparing for
this time and how can we live our lives now with the end in mind Mark 1:15?
5. As a group discuss the following quote: ‘Today, the same Christ is in people who are unwanted, abused,
unemployed, uncared for, excluded, marginalised, hungry, naked and homeless. They seem useless to
society; nobody has time for them. It is you and I as Christians, if our love is true, who must find them,
help them, administer justice for them; they are there for the finding’ – Mother Teresa.
6. Lastly, take time as a group to pray for the poor, oppressed and marginalised. Ask the Holy Spirit to
reveal any obstacle (belief, attitude, experience) which needs removal to deepen our own
commitment to justice and mercy. Ask the Holy Spirit to reveal to you how we as His Church can be a
prophetic voice to our government and community in response to the words of Micah 6:8.
Further Reading:
1. Generous Justice by Tim Keller
2. The Justice Project by Brian McLaren
3. Good New About Injustice by Gary Haugen
4. Following Fire edited by Cheryl Catford

Alternative Reflection Activity 8.1
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related
boxes on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#8.1 Reflecting on Micah 6:6-8, if a non-Christian friend asked you, “What does God really want from
us?” how would you respond? Think of one example of each facet of your answer. What is God calling you
to do to advocate for justice, where those who harm others and do evil must be stopped? What is God
calling you to do to contribute to the adequate provision of resources, power, knowledge, networks, skills
or information to all ... not just the few?
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3. PUBLIC SPHERE STRATEGISING
In Module 7 (session 3) we touched on
H. Richard Niebuhr’s “Five Types” for
understanding Christ and Culture. I
flagged that this typology is misused
when treated as suggesting we choose
just one “faithful” option for cultural
engagement. Rather, each stance has a
place, and may rightly be dominant in a
given cultural situation. There are
aspects of the world that we must
Flee
Affirm
Fulfil
Persist/Bear with
Transform
Unfortunately, Niebuhr never really ties these disparate types into a coherent model which tracks with the
biblical narrative of creation, fall and redemption. We will revisit this in our Module on Education and
Scholarship. For now, though, I want to enrich Niebuhr’s frame with my reflections on public education and
“Why We Need the World”, from an address I gave at the 2017 Morling College Symposium, “Not In Kansas
Anymore: Church in a Post-Christendom Context”. Talk @ bit.ly/NeedWorld; slides @ bit.ly/NeedWorldppnt. In this, I adopted the six-act biblical theology of creation, fall, Israel, Jesus, Church and New Creation.
Here are the questions I suggested we ask to discern when and where to direct, challenge, partner,
sacrifice, unite, and celebrate.




 CREATION: What partial
goods are evident, which I can
direct to its transcendent
source?
 FALL: What idolatry
distorts life, which I must
challenge, prophetically
speaking truth to power?
 ISRAEL: Where do I see the
possibility of coalition building
for the common good, and
how may I partner?
 JESUS: How has violence
enslaved our society, and how
might sacrifice break its hold?
CHURCH: How might we become a community of character capable of healing deep division? And
what would it look like to unite polarised parties, nurturing integration through diversity?
NEW CREATION: What is truly excellent in our culture and institutions, a sign of New Creation,
which we can affirm and celebrate?
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As the Commonwealth Treasury 2015
Intergenerational Report (controversially)
explored, and Dr. Karl Kruszelnicki
(regretfully) expounded, Australia faces a
massive “challenge of change”. This means
that a range of polarised groups will
increasingly come into conflict. What a
tremendous opportunity for a church
seeking wisdom to act as agents of
reconciliation, for the flourishing of all in a
pluralistic democracy!
Building on our discussion of public theology above, it’s time to put this modified Niebuhrian model to work.

Class Activity 8.2: Public Sphere Strategising (25 mins.)
Following are a number of contentious issues presently confronting our public sphere. Each has a brief
description and a web-site or two to prime the pump if you lack familiarity. The task is to approach the
selected issue from all six angles (above)—fusing Niebuhr’s types with a narrative theology—seeking a
biblical worldview to understand and act faithfully in response. In what way might God be calling you to
direct, challenge, partner, sacrifice, unite and celebrate?
Note that as a class, you may either (a) choose one scenario that you will all work on, dividing into six
groups each tackling a different mode of engagement, eventually pooling insights in debrief; or (b) divide
into six groups tackling one scenario each, though for that scenario exploring what all six modes of
cultural engagement might look like; groups would then summarise their insights in 2 minutes together.
SCENARIO 1: DRUG INJECTION ROOM PROPOSED FOR YOUR SUBURB
If you listened to the pre-reading mp3 on “Why Christians Help Addicts Shoot Up” this scenario may be
for you. Drug use abounds, and there are growing calls for legalising ‘soft’ drugs like marijuana. So, how
should you and your local church respond to the establishment of a safe/sterile drug injection room in
your suburb? (Stimulus: blog “Why Australia needs drug consumption rooms”)
SCENARIO 2: ENERGY CRISIS IMPACTING SUBURBAN POOR; ADANI MINE SLATED AS SOLUTION
You may be aware that energy prices in Australia are skyrocketing. Many of our poorest citizens are
making choices between eating and staying warm, some in danger of dying from cold during a nasty
winter season. There are many reasons for the high prices (Stimulus: blog “WA bathes in sunshine but
the poorest households lack solar panels—that needs to change”). South Australia has launched out with
Elon Musk and Tesla’s largest solar-powered battery ever. Meanwhile, Queensland hopes to provide
cheaper power and financial uplift through fossil fuels, like Indian company Adani’s Carmichael Mine
Project. Detractors say this will further damage the fragile ecosystem, like the Great Barrier Reef, as
infrastructure rolls in and coal ships out. What does your faith community advise?
SCENARIO 3: RACE-TENSION AND REMOVING SCULPTURES
Globally, race and religion based violence (such as in Baltimore and recently coming to a head in
Charlottesville) is on the rise. Statues, art and sculptures that valorise shady figures complicit in slavery
and colonialism are toppling the world over. Indigenous leaders like Stan Grant have decried plaques to
caucasian forebears like Captain Cook “discovering” Australia. Few people—whether Stan Grant,
Malcolm Turnbull or Andrew Bolt—openly support the defacing of these sculptures. And yet, everyone
knows that our history is highly contested, especially surrounding events like Australia Day (or is it
“Invasion Day”?). How can we work together if we don’t first acknowledge and repair the damage from
numerous massacres of our First Nations People, identifying the elephant sized sculpture in the room?
How would God have your Christian community function as agents of reconciliation on this issue?
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SCENARIO 4: STOPPING THE BOATS WITH OFF-SHORE PROCESSING IN OUR REFUGEE CRISIS
An issue we should all be familiar with concerns Australia’s hard-line of turning back refugee boats,
getting anyone who illegally reaches our land “processed” off-shore, often in countries that don’t sign
the various humanitarian charters. With global terrorism on the rise, and multitudes fleeing Syria in the
wake of ISIS insurgency, we are tempted to harden our stance to Muslims and Burqas, up the barriers to
genuine integration of immigrants into our communities, and claim some uniform Australian identity and
values to stabilise the status quo. Your church debates whether to protest or affirm these strategies.
SCENARIO 5: ‘SAFE-SCHOOLS’ ANTI-BULLYING + GENDER DIVERSITY PROGRAM FOR STATE SCHOOLS
Public schools have become a battlefield, with the “Safe Schools Coalition” pitted against Christian
Conservatives in a zero-sum fight. Should this controversial program to address bullying, particularly of
LGBTIQ+ students in the face of binary gender construction, be rolled out across the State? The Principal
in your local State School jumps on board, initiating implementation amidst apparently wide-spread
teacher and parent support. At your church’s annual general meeting, one of the elders tables a motion
that significant energy be invested into opposing this school’s approach. What do you recommend?
SCENARIO 6: EUTHANASIA BILL PROPOSED FOR ‘COMPASSIONATE’ END TO LIFE
Spearheaded by Andrew Denton, voluntary euthanasia (aka “assisted dying”) is in the public imagination
as a caring response to terminal illness. Already employed in some European countries, there are
concerns that the “voluntary” aspect for the most vulnerable people is sidelined in the face of spiralling
health costs and family pressure to stop being a burden on loved ones. Many Christians are strongly
opposed to what they see as “assisted suicide”, a confusing position to the secular culture who think
Christians are supposed to be about compassion and relieving suffering. Your church has a volunteering
partnership with a secular palliative care centre, and they ask for your opinion. What is just in this case?

Reflection Activity 8.2
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following question, and tick off the related box
on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#8.2 Choose one of the scenarios above in Activity 8.2. In what way might God be calling you to direct,
challenge, partner, sacrifice, unite and celebrate?
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4. DEBRIEFING JAMES K A SMITH’S BOOK(S) (PE510)
Across this course PE510/D
students have been engaging
James K. A. Smith’s 2016 book,
You Are What You Love: The
Spiritual Power of Habit
(helpful review here and here;
talk here). And each module,
I’ve summarised and raised
questions emerging from each
section of its 2009 predecessor,
Desiring the Kingdom:
Worship, Worldview, and
Cultural Formation (pre-reading
review here).
This section of the notes is optional even for PE510/D students. However, if you’re
wanting a better handle on Smith’s central thesis, and how it relates to our other core
text, read on! Otherwise, drop to §5 below.
The following questions are to help you prepare for your assessment task that brings
Smith into dialogue with Goheen and Bartholomew’s Living at the Crossroads (2008).
What is the central thesis of the book?
How is his approach similar to Goheen and Bartholomew?
How is his approach different to Goheen and Bartholomew?
What is Smith’s primary critique of ‘worldview thinking’?
In what sense does ‘worship’ lie deeper than ‘worldview’?
In Smith’s model, how do our practices, habits, and beliefs work together to
shape our desires?
Why does Smith use the term “liturgy” to describe ‘thick’ practices?
Why are the secular liturgies of the world so compelling? Give an example.
In your context, what are some embodied Christian liturgies that powerfully
shape your people?
What changes could/will you make in the corporate Christian setting to enact this book?
What changes could/will you make in your ‘church scattered’ context to live this out?
What sticks with you most from this book, and how has it changed your ‘worldview’ perspective?
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Reflection Activity 8.3
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following question, and tick off the related box
on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#8.3 Whether you’re a PE310 or 510 student, reflect on Smith’s central thesis:
We are not simply ‘thinking things’, but ‘desiring creatures’ whose central identity (the imago Dei) is love
for some Kingdom. Thus, we require rich (thick) practices that forms habits that shape our hearts to
desire the Kingdom of God—a counter-formation to that which is offered by the kingdoms of this world.
… If this is the case, how might you more powerfully engage thick and embodied practices—both
individually and corporately—to cultivate a desire to live for God’s Kingdom?

Here is the basic structure of Smith’s You Are What You Love:
Ch 1. You Are What You Love: To Worship Is Human (1-26)
Ch 2. You Might Not Love What You Think: Learning to Read “Secular” Liturgies (27-56)
Ch 3. The Spirit Meets You Where You Are: Historic Worship for a Postmodern Age (57-82)
Ch 4. What Story Are You In? The Narrative Arc of Formative Christian Worship (83-110)
Ch 5. Guard Your Heart: The Liturgies of Home (111-136)
Ch 6. Teach Your Children Well: Learning by Heart (137-170)
Ch 7. You Make What You Want: Vocational Liturgies (171-88) + Benediction (189-190)
Here is the structure of Smith’s more detailed Desiring the Kingdom:
Preface 11-12
Introduction: Beyond ‘Perspectives’: Faith and Learning Take Practice 17-36
PART 1: Desiring Imaginative Animals: We Are What We Love 37-38
Ch 1. Homo Liturgicus: The Human Person as Lover 39-74
Ch 2. Love Takes Practice: Liturgy, Formation, and Counterformation 75-88
Ch 3. Lovers in a Dangerous Time: Cultural Exegesis of ‘Secular Liturgies’ 89-130
PART 2: Desiring the Kingdom: The Practiced Shape of the Christian Life 131-132
Ch 4. From Worship to Worldview: Christian Worship and the Formation of Desire 133-154
Ch 5. Practicing (for) the Kingdom: Exegesis of the Social Imaginary Embedded in Christian Worship 155-214
1 -Liturgical Time: Rhythms and Cadences of Hope (155)
2 -Call to Worship: An Invitation to be Human (159)
3 -God’s Greetings and Mutual Greetings: Hospitality, Community, & Graced Dependence (166)
4 -Song: Hymning the Language of the Kingdom (170)
5 -The Law: Order, Norms, and Freedom for the Good (173)
6 -Confession and Assurance of Pardon: Brokenness, Grace, Hope (176)
7 -Baptism: Initiation into a Royal Priesthood, Constitution of a New People (182)
8 -The Creed: Situating Belief (190)
9 -Prayer: Learning the Language of the Kingdom (192)
10 -Scripture and Sermon: Renarrating the World (194)
11 -Eucharist: Supper with the King (197)
12 -Offering: Kingdom Economics of Gratitude (203)
13 -Sending as Witnesses: The Cultural Mandate Meets the Great Commission (205)
14 -Worship, Discipleship and Discipline: Practices Beyond Sunday (207)
Ch 6. A Christian University is for Lovers: The Education of Desire 215-230
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5. ‘LEISL’ VISITS WOORABINDA (PE310 & PE510D)
In Module 7 (session 3), we briefly touched on various heuristics to help us faithfully live at the cross-roads.
We skimmed past these fairly quickly. As such, in this session we’ll use one heuristic to explore how we may
respond to the brokenness of the world in the area of business and health.
I’ve chosen Compass’s “Influencing Society & Culture” heuristic, which uses the acronym LEISL.
In briefest form, it requires that—in response to the world Jesus loves—we
1. Listen
2. Evaluate
3. Imagine
4. Strategise
5. Lead
Consider, for instance, this scenario:
You have recently moved to the Queensland Indigenous town of Woorabinda, about 170 km south-west of
Rockhampton, 9 hours drive from Brisbane.
You work as a (choose one) :

health worker or

business-person (social entrepreneur)

You’ve just finished the brilliant Malyon course entitled “Christian Worldview”, and you’re passionate to
put this into practice with a missional mindset!
That said, you’re also conscious of the church’s questionable track record among Aborigines. Perhaps it’s a
jaded take on our history, but according to the Southbank Museum’s display in the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Culture Centre, the Church was complicit in stolen generations, stolen wages, and
eradication of culture. The enlightened ‘white man’ came in and ‘fixed’ the Indigenous culture—a legacy we
live in today. According to the display, “Missions were established by religious organisations and individuals
to ‘protect’, ‘civilise’ and Christianise Aboriginal people.” Subtext: arrogance endangered Aborigines.
Needless to say, you’re keen not to repeat any actual or implied errors of the past. Like the Big Story of the
Bible, you’re keen to move from the
one to the many, to all by way of the
least, mirroring the missio Dei.1
You’ve collected some data on the
town, admittedly focusing more on
problems than strengths via “asset
based community development” and
“appreciative inquiry”.
In response, what are your 3 top
priorities in announcing and
demonstrating the Kingdom of God
through your vocation?
Class activity 8.3 will guide you in this
process, using the LEISL heuristic.
(This heuristic is reproduced from
module 7, after the class activity box.)
1

See Richard Bauckham’s brilliant book, Bible and Mission: Christian Witness in a Postmodern World (Grand Rapids,
MI: Baker Academic, 2003). You may also find helpful my essay, “A Theology for the 21st Century of the Church in
Mission and Evangelism,” available at http://issuu.com/nikanddaveabroad/docs/evangelism-mission-theology.
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Class Activity 8.3: LEISL VISITS WOORABINDA (40 mins.)
Choose whether you will function as a health worker or a business entrepreneur in this scenario.
Group with other students adopting the same vocation, to work through the LEISL heuristic.
#1. LISTEN
Describe the influential stories affecting the situation (the good, the bad and the ugly)?
Put it into one paragraph, expressed as a story.
#2. EVALUATE
Describe the biblical vision in direct relation to the stories in Listen?
How would the biblical vision be described if it influenced and was embodied in this situation, beyond
those in Listen?
What ‘aching vision’ emerges as you sense the tension between what is and what could or should be.
#3. IMAGINE
Describe all that could be resolved to address the aching vision?
#4. STRATEGISE
Describe the helper(s) to the protagonist? (both internal and external setting)
Analyse their relative influence and criticality?
Describe the antagonist(s)? (both internal and external setting)
Analyse their relative influence and criticality?
In light of the questions above, critically explore the paths and sequences a protagonist could pursue to
wrestle with the antagonist(s) to reach partial or full resolution(s)?
#5. LEAD
What skills does the leader require in this episode?
What type of leadership is required in this episode?
What has changed in the helper(s), protagonist and antagonist that should inform the strategy?
Come back together as a class and share what you decided are your top three priorities upon moving
into Woorabinda. What next steps will you take in your missional call, to live faithfully at the
crossroads?

Reflection Activity 8.4
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following question, and tick off the related box
on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#8.4 After working through Class Activity 8.3 jot down your next steps you would take, if you were
genuinely placed into this scenario. Take a few minutes to pray for this very real town.
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5.1

Compass’ Heuristic: LEISL (www.compass.org.au, draft version August 2012)

Remember back to the story structure that underlies most worldviews?
In order to faithfully strategise and
act in the present, we must
understand the story we are in.
So, the following Compass Heuristic
(courtesy of Dave Yates) helps us
unpack what story is being told in
our workplace or vocation, exposing
the tension with the Biblical story of
creation, fall, and redemption, and
drawing us toward strategising
faithful action as people who tell
and live a different story.
The Compass “Influencing Society and Culture” Heuristic

LEISL:

1. Listen

2. Evaluate

3. Imagine

4. Strategise

5. Lead

(Subsequently simplified by Compass to LISTEN, IMAGINE, CREATE >> Videos here and here)

1. Listen
Stories are powerful conveyors and shapers of meaning and identity. They answer key questions of life—
such as who are we, what are we meant to be doing?
The Listen part of the heuristic is about discerning, describing and naming what these stories are.

Heuristic Questions
Describe the influential stories affecting the situation (the good, the bad and the ugly)?

2. Evaluate
The Bible is a unified story. This story, and the Christian community you are part of, shape and form your
own identity and meaning and answer such questions as ‘what does it mean to be in the image of God?’.
The Evaluation part of the heuristic is about engaging with the biblical story and begins to describe what
the situation would look like if it were shaped by and embodying this story.
In doing this after Listen an ‘aching vision’ may form. This is the gap between ‘what is’ and ‘what could be’.
It leaves a tension and invites something to be done.

Heuristic Questions
Describe the biblical vision in direct relation to the stories in Listen?
How would the biblical vision be described if it influenced and was embodied in this situation, beyond
those in Listen?
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3. Imagine
Our imagination is a wonderful gift. It can open up new creative possibilities and shine a different light on a
situation and bring hope. When done as a group it can reveal and open up a space and conversation
beyond what one person may consider.
After sensing an ‘aching vision’ in Evaluate, you and your group will need to be imaginative about all that
could be done to bring partial or full resolution to the tension(s). This should be done with no limitations or
consideration of constraints.

Heuristic Questions
Describe all that could be resolved to address the aching vision?

4. Strategise
When you describe and name all that could be imagined to resolve the tension, it may seem overwhelming
and impossible, or realistic and exciting, or anywhere in between. Your perspective on what is critical may
be different from others. Your passions or ache may draw you to many resolutions. The imagined
resolutions may be at different levels, on different paths, have different constraints or reach different
people. All this should be prayerfully considered before authoring, creating or leading.
Strategise brings wisdom to all that is imagined to inform our actions as a protagonist.

Heuristic Questions
Describe the helper(s) to the protagonist? (both internal and external setting)
Analyse their relative influence and criticality?
Describe the antagonist(s)? (both internal and external setting)
Analyse their relative influence and criticality?
In light of the questions above, critically explore the paths and sequences a protagonist could pursue to
wrestle with the antagonist(s) to reach partial or full resolution(s)?

5. Lead
Once a pathway to resolution is determined the protagonist will need to ‘author’ actions that lead to
resolution. This requires skills and character (dependent on context) but highlights resilience and courage,
and as a minimum will mean assessing progress by continuing to Listen, Evaluate, Imagine and Strategise in
each episode.

Heuristic Questions
What skills does the leader require in this episode?
What type of leadership is required in this episode?
What has changed in the helper(s), protagonist and antagonist that should inform the strategy?
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5.2

Loving People with Everything We’ve Got—Supernatural Healing

Across this course we’ve returned time and again to Jesus’ mission statement in Luke 4:18-19:

“The Spirit of the Lord is on me,
because he has anointed me
to proclaim good news to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners
and recovery of sight for the blind,
to set the oppressed free,
to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favour.”
This is inspiring. And it’s challenging. One danger in all this ‘worldview’ talk, however, is that once we’ve
understood the mission of God, we think it’s time for us to gear up and get out to make it happen.
We quickly forget that God is the prime mover in His Kingdom mission. We must respond to Him.
When John the Baptist became discouraged with His efforts to make it happen, He sent word to Jesus to
confirm that all of this really would come to pass. Jesus replied by pointing to the literally blind people who
recovered sight, and the demonized people who were delivered.
My point? We are called to supernaturally love people with all we’ve got. The Spirit leads, and in God’s
power we are to combine natural strategy, smarts, and even scientific methods, with spectacular healing
and deliverance. It’s about building better hospitals and healing the sick.
And apart from God,
it’s all doomed to fail.
But with God, in Christ,
anything is possible
(Philippians 4:13).
To this end, I’ve
included in these
notes a 2 page card
produced by Randy
Clark of Global
Awakening. Randy is
on the frontline,
particularly in South
America on mission
trips, combining
evangelism and
healing. Beyond any
health, wealth, and
prosperity, his heart is
that the church would
be equipped and
empowered to live out
its healing ministry,
that all people would
know the reality of
God’s love.
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5.3

God @ Work—Healing (Optional)

Take a few minutes to watch the youtube.com clip below, and see how God is @ Work through GP Rama
Spencer, healing broken bodies and mending broken lives.

5.4

Some Final Stimulus | Resources

For some assistance regarding the shape of Christian mission, and how to avoid abuses, see
LOGOS | SENT: Is Christian Mission Good for the World (includes video, audio, and discussion guide)
The work of scholar Robert Woodberry is brilliant on this point. See the articles under module 5 moodle.
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5.5

Summary of Goheen and Bartholomew on Business (Living @ Crossroads)

Sadly we never have enough time to do justice to each topic we address. We arguably did justice to justice,
but business was brief. (If you enrol for “Integrating Faith and Work” at Malyon, you’ll explore this fully.)
As such, the following summary of the Goheen and Bartholomew reading on business may help you check
whether you’ve garnered the key points on the way through.
+++
Discussion Q

What is our experience of business? Have any of us owned or managed a business?
What are your experiences as employees?

Old Testament and Just Laws for Business
Is there any evidence for business before the fall? If no what are the implications of that fact?
Does this mean business is an outworking of a fallen world?
It seems to me that business is always treated neutrally in the Bible. I can’t think of anywhere that the
doing of business at the appropriate time and place is condemned. It is just assumed. In some ways
marriage in the Bible is like that it’s just assumed as a foundational human institution. E.g. the 10
commandments (Ex 20) simply refer to not having or making an idol and not stealing. As you review the law
expressed throughout Leviticus there is just a plain assumption that people will grow crops, hire labourers
and sell things (e.g Leviticus chapter 19). Ecclesiastes is the same. While the teacher says that business may
be a vanity it is no more or less so that anything else “under the sun”.
Some Basic Principles
• God wanted business practices in Israel to be honest and just
•

Reflect his character and creational order

•

E.g., “Do not have two differing weights in your bag—one
heavy, one light. . . . You must have accurate and honest
weights and measures, so that you may live long in the land
the Lord your God is giving you. For the Lord your God
detests anyone who does these things, anyone who deals
dishonestly” (Deut. 25:13–15). This law refers to an unjust
practice where a pair of scales that weighed light was used to
sell things and a pair that weighed heavily to buy things.

Assumption in Old Testament law
• Creational structure of business is assumed
•

Sinful misdirection of business is condemned

Godly woman of Proverbs 31 (read this)
• Shows fear of the Lord (v30)
•

In her business practices – here is a dignified, just and busy
business woman!

Business as calling
• Business as good calling from God to serve Him and others
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Discussion Q
•

Let’s talk about business as a calling. Do any of you know of people that you would say
are definitely called to business? Why would you say that?

Danger of distortion that leads to injustice and oppression

Condemnation of economic injustice in Bible
•

Prophets (Amos 8:4-6; Micah 6:10-11, Isaiah 58)

•

Revelation

“Rome is . . . “the great city that rules over the kings of the earth” (Rev.17:18), whose vast consumption
sucked in all the produce of the empire. . . . In this world system Rome was the centre growing rich through
the impoverishment of her periphery. This is the nearest thing to contemporary economic globalization that
we could reasonably expect from the first century of our era. John’s list of cargoes shipped to Rome ends
emphatically with “slaves—that is, human lives” (18:13, my translation): a comment on the whole list. In
view of the child slave labor that produces in some Asian countries the cheap goods wanted by the wealthy
consumers of the west, the same comment on the contemporary globalized economy would surely be
appropriate” – Richard Bauckham

Changes Today
•

Enormous changes produced by:
–

Industrial revolution

–

Globalization

Two abiding convictions
1. Business is fundamentally good
–

Way we provide for our needs and needs of family

–

Way we serve God by loving others (gift of giving – Rom 12:8)

–

“Our work is a calling from God. We work for more than wages and manage for more than
profit so that mutual respect and the just use of goods and skills may shape the workplace.
While we earn or profit, we love our neighbors by providing useful products and services. In
our global economy we advocate meaningful work and fair wages for all. Out of the Lord’s
generosity to us, we give freely and gladly of our money and time”. (Our World Belongs to
God, 48)

2. Business in sinful world is easily directed toward the wrong goals

Christians in business
•

Good business serves needs of all people especially the poor

•

Thoughtful critique of global business practices

Critique will involve:
•

Well-informed understanding of how business works today compared to other eras

•

Role God intends for business in his creation

•

Well-informed understanding of oppressive and unjust practices as well as …

•

Foundational idols shaping them
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Understanding global corporations
• Important place in global world
•

Who are these companies?

•

What kind of ethical practices are governing them?

•

Communal task

•

Supporting just corporations

Christian involvement?
• How to be involved in big business corporations?
•

Need for discernment and courage

•

Difficulty of involvement—unbearable tension

•

Small Christian business initiatives

For Christians business can be a . . .
• Challenging, rewarding mission field
•

Delightful, fulfilling vocation

The Big question – If we are going to be involved in Church leadership
how can we support people called to business?
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6. DOXOLOGY
Remember, we are not simply “thinking things” but “desiring creatures”. Developing a Christian
Worldview is not just about understanding rightly, but loving truly. That is, we must be intentional in our
habitual practices (or ‘liturgies’) so that our hearts are formed to love the Kingdom of God. As J. I. Packer
was fond of saying, “All true theology begets doxology.” Learning is in the service of worship.
Thus, as we will do each week, let us close by singing the Doxology:

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow;
Praise Him, all creatures here below;
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host;
Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen.

Forum Activity Module 8
As part of engaging with the set text and extra required readings, address each required reading
for this module, and comment on at least one other person’s post to advance the dialogue.
Clearly address the following four categories:
-a question—something you don’t understand, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something with which you disagree, or want to further nuance
-an implication—‘so what’ for how this teaching shapes your worldview
-an application—something useful right now in your context, to live out the text
Be sure to post these thoughts prior to each week’s class, as we’ll use these reflections as the basis
for an in-class discussion, where you will be expected to contribute in response to the readings.
Also, be sure to interact with at least one other student, advancing the conversation with a
question, challenge, elaboration or related story. This *isn’t* counted in the 200 word post.

Put your response on the Moodle Forum (200 words)

Preparation for Next Week …
 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide p6 … Post to the forum and come prepared to share on
each of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for our apologetic practice
-an application—something useful right now in your context
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share a newspaper article or media clip concerning
events in the public square, and your initial reflections from a Christian worldview.
 If it’s your turn, come ready to share with the class for 3-5 minutes concerning your main
vocation (whether present or future). Where do you see creational intent and cultural
idolatry in this vocation (designed for good, damaged by evil)? How might you participate
redemptively with healing action (restored for better so we are sent together to heal the
world, a taste of when God sets everything right) as you seek first God’s Kingdom?
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Significance for Christian theology, life and thought...
We’ve covered a lot of themes this module: politics, business, economics and health. Tying it all
together is one word with seven billion faces: justice. Living in a relatively affluent and comfortable
community, it’s tempting to compartmentalise my life: “Sure, I follow Jesus. I go to church services
once a week, say my prayers, and try and live clean.” I can even re-read the Scriptures to suit: Seek
first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness, and everything else will be added to you. “Great!
I’m on right terms with God, living holy in my private life, so it’s all sweet!”
But this is to radically miss one of the dominant themes in all of Scripture: δικαιοσύνην
(dikaiosynē). It’s often translated ‘righteousness’ (as in Matthew 6:33 above). So we think ‘rightstanding’ with God, focusing particularly on justification by faith: “I’m forgiven and thus I have the
righteousness of Christ.” And this is all true. But it’s only half the meaning.
Dikaiosynē is not just about me and God. It’s about a restoration of all things to right relationship
with God: me to God, me to you in community, us to the creation, and all of these relationships
being characterized by “ justice or the virtue which gives each his due” (Strong’s Concordance,
G1343). Thus, it is best read as ‘justice-righteousness’.
God will not settle for a private ‘righteousness’ that leaves undone the weightier matters of the
law: “justice, mercy, and faithfulness” (Matthew 23:23). We need to remarry the Old and New
Testament, and read the whole story in light of God’s desire for shalom—universal flourishing.
Consider, for instance, God’s condemnation of Israel in Isaiah 58 for splitting personal piety
(fasting) from communal justice in their business, health, and worship.
ISA 58:1

“Shout with the voice of a trumpet blast.
Shout aloud! Don’t be timid.
Tell my people Israel of their sins!
2
Yet they act so pious!
They come to the Temple every day
and seem delighted to learn all about me.
They act like a righteous nation
that would never abandon the laws of its God.
They ask me to take action on their behalf,
pretending they want to be near me.
3
‘We have fasted before you!’ they say.
‘Why aren’t you impressed?
We have been very hard on ourselves,
and you don’t even notice it!’

“I will tell you why!” I respond.
“It’s because you are fasting to please yourselves.
Even while you fast,
you keep oppressing your workers.
4
What good is fasting
when you keep on fighting and quarrelling?
This kind of fasting
will never get you anywhere with me.
5
You humble yourselves
by going through the motions of penance,
bowing your heads
like reeds bending in the wind.
You dress in burlap
and cover yourselves with ashes.
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Is this what you call fasting?
Do you really think this will please the LORD?
6

“No, this is the kind of fasting I want:
Free those who are wrongly imprisoned;
lighten the burden of those who work for you.
Let the oppressed go free,
and remove the chains that bind people.
7
Share your food with the hungry,
and give shelter to the homeless.
Give clothes to those who need them,
and do not hide from relatives who need your help.
8

“Then your salvation will come like the dawn,
and your wounds will quickly heal.
Your godliness will lead you forward,
and the glory of the LORD will protect you from behind.
9
Then when you call, the LORD will answer.
‘Yes, I am here,’ he will quickly reply.
“Remove the heavy yoke of oppression.
Stop pointing your finger and spreading vicious rumors!
10
Feed the hungry,
and help those in trouble.
Then your light will shine out from the darkness,
and the darkness around you will be as bright as noon.
11
The LORD will guide you continually,
giving you water when you are dry
and restoring your strength.
You will be like a well-watered garden,
like an ever-flowing spring.
12
Some of you will rebuild the deserted ruins of your cities.
Then you will be known as a rebuilder of walls
and a restorer of homes.
13

“Keep the Sabbath day holy.
Don’t pursue your own interests on that day,
but enjoy the Sabbath
and speak of it with delight as the LORD’s holy day.
Honor the Sabbath in everything you do on that day,
and don’t follow your own desires or talk idly.
14
Then the LORD will be your delight.
I will give you great honour
and satisfy you with the inheritance I promised to your ancestor Jacob.
I, the LORD, have spoken!”

What does this mean for me? Frankly, I’m still trying to work it out. It’s tricky as a member of a
globalised world, where my next purchase impacts the poor in a distant nation (cf. Baptist World
Aid’s Ethical Fashion Guide). But under God I’m at least starting to ask these questions, that my
every action in the power of His Spirit may truly be to the glory of God. In this, I’m just learning
what it means to seek first the Kingdom and His dikaiosynē.
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